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Abstract 

This paper presents a theoretical conceptualization of the data economy that motivates more access 

to data for scientific research. It defines the semicircular flow of the data economy as analogous to 

the traditional circular flow of the economy. Knowledge extraction from large, inter-connected data 

sets displays natural monopoly characteristics, which favours the emergence of oligopolistic data 

holders that generate and disclose the amount of knowledge that maximizes their profit. If monopoly 

theory holds, this level of knowledge is below the socially desirable amount because data holders 

have incentives to maintain their market power. The analogy is further developed to include data 

leakages, data sharing policies, merit and demerit knowledge, and knowledge injections. It draws a 

data sharing Laffer curve that defines optimal data sharing as the point where the production of 

merit knowledge is maximized. The theoretical framework seems to describe many features of the 

data-intensive economy of today, in which large-scale data holders specialize in extraction of 

knowledge from the data they hold. Conclusions support the use of policies to enhance data sharing 

and, or, enhanced user-centric data property rights to facilitate data flows in a manner that would 

increase merit knowledge generation up to the socially desirable amount. 

Keywords: Big data, Artificial Intelligence, Government. 
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1.- Introduction 

On the one hand, knowledge, as a particular form of information plays a fundamental role in the market 

economy and in defining the appropriate role for governments (Stiglitz 2001). Knowledge is a key component in 

productivity and growth (Romer 1986), the one ring of globalization that rules trade, capital flows and immigration 

(Freeman 2013). In addition, inclusive institutions spread economic benefits more widely and foster innovation, 

technology and long-run economic growth (Acemoglu and Robinson 2012, Galenson 2017). On the other hand, the 

traditional price-quantity approach has limitations in capturing the data intensive economy picture (Khan 2017) where 

access to Big data (BD) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) determine knowledge creation, welfare (Duch-Brown, 2017a, 

2017b, and 2017c), innovation, wealth and power distribution (OECD 2019, ITU 2018).  

Against that background this paper presents the semicircular flow of the economy, a theoretical framework 

that augments the traditional view of the economy for goods and services by adding data and knowledge flows to the 

traditional circular flow model (Samuelsson 1948, Samuelsson and Nordhaus 2010). This paper uses the semicircular 

flow of the economy to derive implications for digital governance and data policies (European Commission, 2018a) 

for social good (European Commission 2020). 

Our theoretical approximation of a data intensive economy has the following characteristics. 

Households’ and firms’ daily activity generate BD that data holders collect to produce knowledge using AI 

and disclose it in the form of services. AI is a scaled-up automated application of existing statistical techniques that 

enables recognition of patterns, regularities, and structures in data without an a priori theoretical framework (Boisot 

and Canals, 2004; Duch-Brown et al., 2017; Vigo, 2013). We take AI to mean a very broad definition of machine 

learning and related methods that can be used to analyze BD in order to generate knowledge. BD are data characterised 

by their volume, velocity and variety (Laney, 2001, 2012). Massive data points can be collected, organized, combined, 

searched and used for a wide variety of analysis purposes. AI models can be tested and continuously improved with 

new BD. Algorithms trained on one data set can be transposed to other complementary data sets and adjacent data 

(Duch-Brown et al., 2017) to obtain more and better predictions. 

Knowledge production displays natural monopoly characteristics: economies of scale and scope; high fixed 

costs; and low variable costs. This tends to lead to the emergence of oligopolistic “giant” data holders that innovate 

and generate knowledge and services. Their innovation capacity and market power are likely to attract further 

investment, which fosters their data collection capacity and their further expansion. As in other sectors where market 
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power is concentrated among a small number of firms, there are incentives for oligopolistic data holders to collude 

and set barriers to entry in access to data, knowledge production and knowledge disclosure in order to protect and 

foster their market position.  

In this market structure for BD acquisition and AI innovation, the amount of knowledge produced and 

disclosed in the economy is the amount that maximizes oligopolistic data holders’ profit (Q=Qm). By analogy with 

monopoly/ oligopoly theory, this amount is below the socially desirable amount, Q* (Q*>Qm). Monetary taxes and 

fines do not necessarily solve anti-trust concerns because they do not address the fundamental causes of the market 

structure for BD acquisition and AI innovation and its consequences for knowledge underproduction, asymmetries 

and inequalities.  

The semicircular flow of the economy is an analogy of the circular model of the economy for goods and 

services. In this paper, the same intervention rationale for government in that context is applied to data and knowledge 

flows. The government’s goal in the data economy is to increase the amount of knowledge produced and disclosed in 

the economy up to the socially optimal amount. Data transfers (in what follows we use the terms “data transfers” and 

“data leakages” interchangeably, with both being analogous to the use of the term “leakage” in the traditional circular 

economy framework) towards merit users of BD enable further knowledge generation towards this socially desirable 

level. Data-sharing policies (analogous to a certain extent to taxation in the traditional model) are the data policy that 

generates data flows to promote merit uses of data while discouraging demerit ones. The Data-sharing Laffer curve 

is the theoretical relationship between the data sharing rate and the amount of knowledge generated in the economy. 

It is also, to a certain extent, a merit knowledge production possibilities frontier. Just as monetary taxation is 

hypothesized to have a level of maximum tax revenue, analogously, data-sharing policies have a point where the 

economy generates the maximum amount of merit knowledge possible. 

The semicircular flow theoretical framework seems to describe a number of elements of today’s BD and AI 

sector and may therefore provide a useful framework to simplify the complexity of the digital economy for public 

policy analysis. The semicircular flow approach includes, among other aspects, data as a means of payment, 

consumers’ utility maximization, data holders’ behavior and concentration process, and economies of scale and scope 

in knowledge production. The approach also suggests that the current production of knowledge is Q=Qm. We explore 

channels by which data sharing policies can generate data flows to increase knowledge generation towards the socially 

desirable amount Q*. 
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We therefore present a simple theoretical framework that is consistent with the existing literature 

conceptualizing digital economy governance. It is also in line with existing models showing that the amount of 

knowledge disclosed in online markets tends towards monopoly levels (Board and Lu 2018). Conclusions for policy 

action support several existing proposals: The World Economic Forum multiple stakeholders approach, data taxation 

(Askitas 2015), the establishment of a data authority (Scott Morton 2019, Martens 2017), and further implementation 

and development of data portability rights (De Hert 2018, European Union 2016) by means of Personal Data Stores 

(PDSs) (Bolychevsky and Worthington 2018). In the light of our model, monetary taxation approaches (Pratley, 2018; 

Sandle, 2018; D’Andria 2019) are considered necessary but insufficient as they do not take into account the data and 

knowledge dimensions of the economy. Other approaches, such as Macron’s agreement with Facebook (Scott and 

Young, 2018, NSF 2017) do tackle data and knowledge issues raised in this paper, but are not, in isolation, of sufficient 

scale and scope to have a major impact on overall merit knowledge generation. Conclusions also support United 

Nations’ call for a global partnership to improve quality statistics available to citizens and governments to reduce gaps 

between the private and public sectors (UN, 2013; UN, 2014).  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 conceptualizes a data intensive economy. 

Section 3 explores how the world fits the semicircular model conceptualization. Section 4 identifies economic 

principles behind socially desirable knowledge production and optimum data sharing defining a data sharing Laffer 

curve. Section 5 identifies the implications of the amount of knowledge generated and the existing policy reactions 

aiming to move the economy along the data sharing Laffer curve. Section 6 concludes.  

 
2.- A Data intensive Economy 

 
The semicircular flow of the economy is a theoretical model that simplifies the reality of a data intensive economy 

(Pedraza and Vollbracht 2019). Figure 1 represents an economy with the following characteristics. On the left-hand 

side, households and firms operate according to the circular flow of the economy model, exchanging goods and 

services for money and labour for wages (Samuelsson 1948, Samuelsson and Nordhaus 2010). Their activity generates 

a flow of data and monetary payments to data holders. On the right-hand side, data holders use Big Data (BD) and 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques to extract knowledge and information from data. Knowledge production 

generates new and innovative services that influences the left hand side markets through matching efficiency, 

marketing, advertising, and reduction of search and transaction costs. Data flows are semi-circular: from households 

and firms to data holders but not in the other direction. Household and firms receive data-driven services created by 
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data holders based in part on their own data, but do not receive unprocessed data. This is the fundamental distinction 

with the traditional circular flows model in which workers supply labour to firms for an explicit money wage which 

they then spend on goods and services for explicit prices in the wider economy.  The additions to the traditional 

circular flow of the economy are therefore the prominent role of data flows, data holders, knowledge production and 

knowledge flows.  

The semicircular flow of the economy does not include explicitly data generated by firms and citizens in their 

interaction with the public sector. This is the case of social security records, administrative data, or medical records 

of public health services. Data holders have a competitive advantage in using AI technologies to obtain knowledge 

extraction technologies. They very often successfully compete in public competitions and have access to public sector 

data (Lomas 2019). 

Data are a means of payment from firms and families to data holders. While in the circular flow of the economy 

explicit prices are a fundamental variable, data, as a means of payment, are ambiguous. While money is easy to use 

and understand, data are not. Data are not easily priced, their value is not clear, especially at the individual level. Data 

flows do not generate clearly comparable signals like prices. No authority is in charge of setting data value such as 

central banks that set interest rates in order to regulate the supply of money to the wider economy. We need to think 

beyond the traditional prices and quantities space. A space where prices are paid with data and quantities refer to 

knowledge in the form of digital services cannot be drawn in such a simple manner, but economic principles 

nonetheless apply to it.   

Figure 1.- Semicircular flow of the data economy 
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It is assumed that in the semicircular data economy consumers maximize their utility considering only the 

monetary part of the prices that prevail, while assuming the value of their personal data equals zero. In this way, if the 

price of a digital service only includes payment with personal data, consumers consider it to be a “free” service. We 

refer to this as the “individuals’ data zero value assumption”. It can be motivated from two perspectives. First, the 

economic value of individual data, before merging with other data from other individuals, is indeed typically close to 

zero. Although individuals are owners of their personal data, they only capture its value after it has been merged and 

processed, i.e. through the digital services provided by data holders. Even if there is a clear legal corpus assigning 

individuals the property of their personal data, they have no capacity to process them via BD and AI methods. Second, 

in the early stages of digitalization consumers very often do not realise that they are generating data. From a 

microeconomic point of view consumers’ utility maximization is a function of monetary prices (PM), individual data 

value (IDP), and quantity (Q). IDP=0  if data holders’ activities within a black box do not undermine rights such, as 

privacy, nor have any negative impact in the functioning of competitive markets and the rule of law. Individuals’ data 

zero value assumption fails however, and therefore IDP>0, if individuals are aware that payment using data bears a 

cost in terms of individual rights, such as privacy, or via foregone income as a result of providing data for free which 

in fact has a positive market value.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Data holders are profit maximization agents. They obtain “de facto” ownership of data, build huge valuable 

BD sets and draw value from them by knowledge extraction using AI. In knowledge production, efficiencies arise 

from volume (scale) and variety (scope) and involve lower average cost the bigger the data set. This makes massive 

data sets very valuable even if IDP=0. In statistical terms, scale refers to the number of observations (N) and scope to 

the number of explanatory variables (X). Volume facilitates the determination of the specification of models because 

the larger the number of individuals observed (N), the greater the degrees of freedom to include more variables (X). 

Scale and scope are a direct consequence of two Vs of the BD definition (Laney, 2001, 2012): volume and variety. 

Knowledge extraction from BD using AI also has high fixed costs and almost negligible variable costs. Concentration 

arises from the efficiencies that derive from lowering the average cost of producing knowledge/information from 

bigger and more detailed data sets. Concentration leads to the emergences of a small number of digital-giant-data-

holders that expand to cover as many human activities as possible.  

Oligopolistic data holders compete but have incentives to collude. They compete in a data collection race 

towards N=all and X=everything but knowledge production is a natural monopoly where the presence of economies 
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of scale and scope, high fixed costs, small marginal costs and other barriers to entry operate together. Diminishing 

returns to scale in knowledge extraction from BD never arrive. To take the extreme hypothetical case, where AI 

technology is common across all firms, then its efficiency is enhanced by access to the largest BD “lake”. This creates 

a “winner takes all” dynamic loop in which the holder of largest BD lake generates the largest knowledge rents and 

innovation, which can then, in part, be used to further augment the size of the BD “lake” to which the Data holder has 

access. Continuing the natural monopoly logic, a small number of operators that have incentives to collude influence 

the market as a whole and may tend towards one single operator over time in order to avoid wasteful duplication of 

resources. The amount of knowledge produced, its disclosure, its prices and its quantities then follows monopoly 

theory (Shumpeter 1942):  

First, data holders’ expansion across sectors and activities generates a process of creative destruction that 

replaces less efficient and effective traditional operators that lag behind in their ability to collect BD and generate 

knowledge.  Traditional operators may not be not less efficient in terms of monetary profit but their data generation 

capacity. For example, Uber does not yet make monetary profit but is more efficient than traditional taxis in generating 

data and attracting investment.  

Second, market structure and lack of competition attracts investment for R&D and innovation.  

Third, data holders are able to set prices and quantities. Regarding prices paid with data, the market works 

on a “take it or leave” basis: digital services are often only available to consumers that are ready to provide data as an 

(implicit) part of the bargain. Regarding quantities, data holders set the amount of knowledge production to the amount 

that maximize their profit. Such a quantity is expected to be below the socially desirable amount. In practice, 

controlling knowledge production and disclosure implies information asymmetries between data holders and the rest 

of the agents in the economy such as consumers, central banks, antitrust authorities, and the scientific community. 

Data holders’ “de facto ownership” keeps citizens and the public sector outside the black box and without access to 

the data lake. Underproduction of knowledge implies an opportunity cost for the whole society. Like in a monopoly, 

part of the knowledge is not produced and therefore the society loses it. Part is produced but not disclosed, and it is 

therefore subtracted from consumers’ surplus in a hypothetical BD-knowledge space.    

In the early stages of digitalization, Governments intervene without considering the data and knowledge 

dimension of the economy. Equation 1 captures the traditional country-level macroeconomic equilibrium, without the 

data dimension. The state of (macro) economic equilibrium occurs when total leakages (savings (S) + taxes 
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(T) + imports (M)) are equal to the total injections (investment (I) + government spending (G) + exports (X)) that occur 

in the economy. This can be represented by: 

S + T + M = I + G + X (1) 

Disequilibrium occurs when leakages are not equal to the total injections. In such a situation, changes in 

expenditure and output will lead the economy back to the state of equilibrium. Such changes will depend on the type 

of inequality (S + T + M > I + G + X or S + T + M < I + G + X) 

As data holders are supra-state agents that operate globally but typically concentrate in low-tax jurisdictions, 

the ability of governments to collect taxes decreases (T↓) and reduces Government’s financial capacity, spending (G↓) 

and ability to respond to market failures and promote efficiency, equity and stability. Data holders’ ability to collect 

valuable data increases their financial power and capacity to attract investment (I↑). Data and the capacity to process 

them are a critical ingredient of innovation, which makes data holders an attractive store of value for investors. The 

resulting financial strength allows data holders to predate markets. Creative destruction applies also to sectors 

traditional provided by the State such as health, education, public transport and national defense. 

 

S+T↓+M=I↑+G↓+X   

 

There are no data nor knowledge dimensions in Equation 1. Monetary taxation of digital activities contribute 

to balance equation (1) without the need to reduce Government expenditure (G↓) but do not tackle the data and 

knowledge aspects of the semicircular flow of the economy.  

 

3.-  Does the world fit the semicircular model? 

Means of payment in many digital services are personal, accompanying usage data and sometimes a monetary 

payment (Evans, 2013; Scott Morton et al., 2019; Tett, 2018, Brynjolfsson et al., 2018). This is the case of services 

offered by search engines such as Google and social networks like Facebook or LinkedIn, other services like Dropbox, 

Spotify (Kramer and Kalka, 2016), and platforms like Airbnb, Couchsurfing, Zipcar, Uber, Lyft, BlaBlaCar, 

TaskRabbit, myTaskAngel, Freelancers, etc…. For example, Facebook offers a ‘free to use’ digital service that allows 

people to stay in touch. Users generate data when they create a user profile indicating their name, occupation, schools 

attended. and when adding other users as ‘friends’, exchanging messages, statuses, pictures, videos, links, ‘likes’, and 
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other Facebook reactions together with the exhausted data (paradata, environmental data, or footprints) related to their 

activity. Similar examples are Instagram, a photograph- and video-sharing service, or WhatsApp, a messaging service, 

which are free to use and do not generate direct revenue but do generate data. 

More and more devices contain sensors and more activities generate data. There is an increasing capacity to 

pump zettabytes of unstructured data towards data holders (The Economist, 2017). Daily activity is a data factory that 

produces feedstocks: data about personal relationships, health, mood, locations, movements, diverse amount economic 

activities, C2C, P2P, B2B, B2C … 

Regarding consumers’ utility maximization, the “individuals’ data price equals zero” is, in the initial stages 

of digitalization, a realistic assumption. Increasing digital literacy, however, makes individuals more aware about 

several issues: the ability of data holders’ to protect their privacy, the limitations of traditional policies to guarantee 

the rule of law and competitive markets in a data intensive economy, and the dangers of excessive state intervention 

(Freedom House 2019). At the moment, individuals have very few alternatives to exercise their personal data property 

rights but to accept unclear terms and conditions from data holders (Cakebread, 2017, Obar and Oeldorf-Hirsch 2018). 

In addition, they do not have the ability to merge nor process data with other individuals to obtain valuable data sets 

bypassing data holders. Citizens’ control over their own data is very limited.     

Data holders are profit maximization companies. Sometimes they do not obtain a direct monetary 

compensation from the digital services but the “de facto ownership” of data. They use data to produce knowledge 

about patterns, regularities and structures of human behaviour and activities (Dosis and Sand-Zantman, 2018; Jones 

and Tonetti, 2018, Scott Morton et al., 2019, Boisot and Canals, 2004; Duch-Brown et al., 2017; Vigo, 2013). Their 

activity benefits society via innovation and expansion of AI (towards X = everything and N= All) that generate a 

process of creative destruction: uber vs taxis, rbnb vs hotels… that also affects sectors traditionally provided by the 

public sector such as public transport (Evgeny 2015), health care (Carrie Wong 2019), banking (Mercola 2020) and 

national defence (Brustein and Bergen 2019).  

Regarding, markets’ valuation of individual data vs market valuation of data factories, according to the 

Financial Times (Steel 2013, Steel et al., 2013), data brokers pay between EUR 0.0005 and EUR 0.66 (calculations 

made in October 2018) for the data of individuals, depending on personal characteristics and the amount of detail. 

Huge amounts were paid for (apparently) non-profitable companies that have developed services with network effects 

and the ability to collect data (Bond and Bullock 2019; Kaminska, 2016; McArdle, 2019). Instagram and WhatsApp’s 

https://www.tandfonline.com/author/Obar%2C+Jonathan+A
https://www.tandfonline.com/author/Oeldorf-Hirsch%2C+Anne
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acquisitions by Facebook in 2012 and 2014 respectively and Google’s acquisition of YouTube in 2006 are good 

examples. Individual data is almost valueless (Steel et al., 2013), only having hundreds of millions adds value to data 

(Worstall, 2017), and such a value is only realised after knowledge extraction. Acquisition of data, the capacity to 

generate more data, and competition reduction justifies the valuation of these data factories.  

Knowledge production using BD and AI resembles a natural monopoly. It has very high fixed cost and 

negligible variable costs (Duch-Brown, 2017a). Fixed costs refer to connectivity infrastructure such as broadband 

(Unctad, 2017), research and development, data centres, cloud computing arms, and data refineries to handle data 

generation, collection, and processing (The Economist, 2017).  The more data feed self-optimising AI algorithms 

(Silver et al., 2017) the more AI improves. Despite the clear positive impact of merging data in data value, identifying 

where economies of scale stop and give way to diminishing returns is an empirical question on which there is little 

evidence (Codagnone and Martens 2016).  

Costs of diversification and innovation oppose scale, scope, and concentration in services, products, and data 

production markets but not in knowledge production. For example, Facebook, WhatsApp and Instagram may compete 

as social networks with different specializations in the digital service markets but extraction of knowledge is more 

efficient if data obtained from them are analyzed using the same tools and methods. Platform economy has its limits 

(Azzellini et al. 2019) but data holder expand into physical production and sectors where platforms are not yet taking 

over. Amazon acquisition of Whole foods, that increases data collection to offline activities, illustrates how knowledge 

extraction is a specialization itself (Hirsch, 2018; Krugman 2014). Sofa Sounds partnership with Uber and AirBnB 

also illustrate data driven expansions without high diversification cost because it does not imply a new specialisation. 

Knowledge extraction is not specifically included in the NACE classification system as a sector per se which would 

pave the way to better data economy concentration indexes and measures. 

 Data-driven acquisitions, interconnections and partnerships between companies resembles and spaghetti bowl. 

For example, MasterCard Advisors are IBM Watson partners. PayPal is, in principle, a Mastercard competitor, but 

Mastercard owns a percentage of PayPal and PayPal is a Facebook partner. Facebook has received investment from 

PayPal. In China, social networks and the payment industry are already integrated into the same company through the 

Chinese ‘WeChat’, which, in a single application, offers services such as Instagram, Facebook, and WhatsApp 

together with payment services. Google’s acquisition of DeepMind, the world AI leader, in 2014 also illustrates the  

reinforcing nature of BD and AI. DeepMind also has access to public records through its agreement with the United 
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Kingdom’s National Health Service (Lomas 2019). IBM’s acquisition of the Weather Company in 2015 illustrates 

that concentration goes beyond personal data to information on variables that determine consumer behaviour.  

There are incentives to centralise knowledge production in what could be collusion practices in knowledge 

extraction if partnerships imply data merging. For example, during the process of obtaining European Commission 

approval to merge Facebook and WhatsApp (European Commission, 2017), Facebook pledged that it would not merge 

user -bases but, as far as we know, there has been no authority supervising that it does not do so. 

BD and AI reinforce each other and the concentration process. Data holders expand investing in companies 

able to generate data but also in AI companies. For example, Facebook’s investment in DeepText, an AI natural 

language processor able to learn the intentions and context of users in 20 languages, and face recognition technologies 

show that concentration follows a BD and AI reinforcing loop (Pedraza and Vollbracht 2019). In general, data is a 

critical ingredient to feed AI models and innovation (OECD, 2019). Expansion also affect mobile devices and gadgets, 

such as smart watches, that generate more data. There are evidences supporting market concentration in the global 

economy (Mckinsey 2019, 2018, Scott Morton 2019) and the digital sector (OECD 2019, Unctad 2017). A shrinking 

number of companies dominates increasing number of industries which is accompanied by declining in start-up grow 

and less financial resources for them, fewer high-growth young firms and growing inequality (Khan 2017, Porter 

2016, Jarsulic et al. 2016, Decker et al 2018).  

All the above explains the Khan’s anti-trust paradox (Khan 2017): the limitation to cognize harms to 

competition from short-term prices and outputs when the long-run competitive advantages from knowledge generation 

and innovation is an important driving force behind concentration. Data holders and investors maximize data 

collection and expand their data collection infrastructure because access to data and knowledge shapes globalization, 

innovation, and wealth and power distribution (OECD 2019, ITU 2018, Freeman 2013). The data economy is not a 

small add-on the circular flow but the key to long run growth market power and dominance (Arthur 2011). In fact, 

although dominance has grown also thanks to merges and proprietary market places allowing data holders to crush 

competitors and favor its rankings and sell their own brands, digital giants often have meagre profits but set their 

priorities on intensive data-hungry growth. In the meanwhile, advertising is often their main revenue (Facebook, 2014; 

Statista, 2015, Khan 2017).  

Data are not only the “oil of the twenty-first century”, the key input to knowledge and innovation, AI 

development and knowledge generation market power (OECD 2019, Liem and Petropoulos 2016, UTI, 2018, OECD 
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2019). They are also the source of additional market failures. Access to data generate information asymmetries 

opening opportunities for price discrimination, steered consumption, and unfair competition in sectors different to 

knowledge generation (White House, 2015, Ursu, 2015, Mikians et al. 2012, Shiller 2014, Chen et al. 2015, Möhlmann 

and Zalmanson 2017, Uber 2018, Ezrachi and Stuke 2016). Discrimination can go beyond prices and lead to unfair 

treatment and discrimination in general (Isaac, 2017; Wong, 2017). Asymmetric information may also support 

predatory pricing and monopsony behaviours (Bensinger, 2012; Bond and Bullock, 2019; Kaminska, 2016; McArdle, 

2019, Codagnone and Martens, 2016). Regarding rule of law, services emerging in the data economy, especially in 

the sharing economy, challenge aspects like consumer protection, professional licenses and regulations vs informal 

supply of services, working conditions (Hall and Krueger 2015, Cook et al. 2018), quality standards (Codagnone and 

Martens, 2016, Vaughan and Hawksworth, 2014; Malhotra and  Van Alstyne, 2014), and tax avoidance 

(T↓) (D’Andria, 2019). In addition, some hedge funds operating in markets around the world employ AI models, and 

treasure BD lakes and human intelligence to obtain inside information about the economy. Their expertise has recently 

been used in electoral campaigns in a decisive way (Grassegger and Krogerus 2017; Kosinski et al, 2013). The same 

methods, agents and algorithms to model both electoral campaigns and trade on the financial markets generate a 

situation that goes beyond market concentration and resembles the separation of powers problem (Kee 2018; 

Cadwalladr, 2017). 

Such a background makes data holders very attractive to investors (I↑),  and expands the creative destruction 

to the State itself (G↓). T↓ and I↑ generate a disequilibrium like S + T + M < I + G + X where G↓, changes in public 

expenditure, lead the economy back to an equilibrium where the role of State diminishes. Similarly as the antitrust 

paradox (Khan, 2017), such an equilibrium misses the data and knowledge dimension of the economy. Knowledge 

generation lacks transparency, occurs within a black box. Data holders “De facto ownership” operates as a 

‘breastplate’, a shell that avoids additional merit knowledge. The United Nations (UN, 2014, UTI, 2018) has reported 

growing inequalities in access to data, information, and the ability to use them. Distribution of information generates 

asymmetries and foster inequalities (Duch-Brown, 2017; Stiglitz, 2001). No authority is in charge of efficiency, equity, 

stability and redistribution from a data and knowledge points of view.  

 

 

 

https://www.vice.com/en_us/contributor/hannes-grassegger-and-mikael-krogerus
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4.-  Socially desirable Knowledge production: Optimum data sharing 

There are goods that if provided by the free market can be under-consumed (merit goods like 

education) or over-consumed (demerit goods like illegal recreational drugs) (Musgrave 1959). For example, 

without education and maturity an individual cannot make a well-informed choice about the amount of 

education he should consume. His decision affects the whole society because individuals’ education 

displays positive externalities on societal well-being, citizen’s security and economic growth (Lucas 1988, 

Munich et al 2018). Similarly, a drug addict cannot decide for himself and illegal drug consumption 

generates negative externalities on the rest of the society through health and security expenditures. The idea 

behind merit and demerit goods is that a well-informed society is in a better position to identify the amount 

needed of certain goods. As a result, governments impose community standards and support consumption 

of merit goods and ban, or discourage, demerit ones. In the traditional circular flow of the economy, a fiscal 

authority follows policy decisions to collect taxes (so-called leakages) from agents and deliver merit goods 

(so-called injections) to the whole society (Samuelsson 1948, Samuelsson and Nordhaus 2010). Scientific 

knowledge about individual and community consequences of merit and demerit goods is the basis of the 

government’s intervention. It aims to improve consumers’ and citizens’ capacity to take informed decisions 

by tackling information failures.  

Depending on the usage and type of knowledge generated, data can be a merit or a demerit good. 

Data are a merit good when used to innovate and reduce market frictions, information costs and 

asymmetries. In those cases they generate better matches between supply and demand and, using the sharing 

economy as an example, facilitate the full utilization of private assets that otherwise would be idle. Data 

are also a merit good if used to conduct scientific research and obtain empirical evidence to support policies. 

For example, to study market structures and anti-trust concerns, adapt the existing legal corpus to the new 

digital reality, find ways to foster competition, and promote transparency, rule of law and enforcement, or 

to forecast the economic cycles and deliver nimbler and faster anti-cyclical policies. Data are a demerit 

good when used to violate privacy, to generate market power, to set barriers to entry, to generate information 
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asymmetries or unacceptable distribution of wealth, to control market places and damage competition, to 

charge unfair fees or prices, to monitor and control citizens’ lives, manipulate political campaigns or to 

impose excessive regulations limiting innovation.  

Following the conceptualization of merit and demerit uses of data, we can define the under-

production of knowledge as a situation characterised by the existence of barriers to entry to the production 

of merit knowledge from data. We can also define Data-sharing policy as analogous to taxation in the 

traditional model, as a data policy that generates a data flow (leakage) to promote (merit) knowledge 

production (injection) from data generated from economic activity. A merit data (taxation) sharing policy 

would only promote merit uses of data. A Pareto efficient data sharing policy improves the situation of 

agents that are the beneficiaries of the intervention, mainly households and firms, displaying positive 

externalities for society at large without generating negative consequences on efficient allocation of 

resources, nor discouraging investment and R&D activities. A Pareto efficient intervention does not rival 

data holders’ activities. It generates a higher level of data flows available to the agents in the economy that 

are able to produce merit knowledge. Generating a direct flow of data back to firms and families would not 

solve information asymmetries because they, in general, do not have the ability to extract knowledge from 

BD. Following the leakages and injections analogy, figure 2 represents data flows (leakage) towards agents 

able to extract merit knowledge from data generation and additional flows of knowledge back to society 

aiming to increase efficiency, equity and stability (knowledge injection).  

There are many public authorities (potentially) able to produce merit knowledge as a result of non-

rival and Pareto efficient data sharing policies that would increase the supply of data available to them. For 

example, central banks, antitrust authorities, the scientific community, and other agents that are not direct 

competitors to data holders could contribute to a better-informed society. Central banks could improve their 

understanding of the economic cycle. Antitrust authorities could enhance research on sources of unfair 

competition, deliver antitrust policies and balance information asymmetries specific to a data intensive 

economy. The scientific community has shown that, if not limited by data access, it could enhance 

knowledge about many research topics and phenomena (Schroeder and Cowls 2014).  
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Figure 2.- Semi-circular flow of the economy, leakages and injections. 

 

 

There are three possible channels to enhancing data-sharing to increase the flow of data towards 

merit users that State intervention could promote.  First, data holders, as de facto owners of data, can share 

their data sets with non-rival and merit users as part of their data philanthropic marketing. Second, as with 

other merit goods, the State can promote enhanced data flows to merit users via incentives and disincentives 

linked to a data tax system and similar to traditional taxation. Third, as owners of their personal data, 

citizens could be encouraged to provide their personal data for research purposes and in order to promote 

social welfare.  

State intervention may of course solve certain market failures but generate new ones. Figure 8 

represents the Data sharing Laffer curve: the theoretical relationship between the data sharing in the 

economy and the amount of merit knowledge generated. The main idea is that, as monetary taxation has a 

point of maximum tax revenue, data sharing, has a point where the economy generates the maximum 

amount of knowledge possible given the state of technology.  

The horizontal axis represents the level of data sharing. We use a number from 0 to 100 purely for 

convenience and ease of explanation. Accordingly “0” represents an economy free of any data-sharing 
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responsibilities and “100” represents a “Big Brother” Orwellian world of total data sharing obligations by 

all actors in the economy. The vertical axis represents the amount of merit knowledge generated in the 

economy. 

The relationship between knowledge generation and the level of data sharing resembles that of the 

traditional Laffer curve. At DS=0 only data holders draw value from data generated in the economy to 

maximize their profit and their market power. DS=100 represents the total negation of data holders’ de 

facto ownership and individuals’ property and privacy rights. It implies total “Orwellian” surveillance of 

all activities by the state. At DS=100 neither data holders nor citizens have incentives to participate in a 

data generation economy and no knowledge is generated from BD. Between 0 and 100 there is an infinite 

number of data policy options. Up to the optimum rate of data-sharing the relationship is positive: increases 

in data sharing generate higher levels of merit knowledge. Beyond that point, the higher levels of data 

sharing lead to a declining amount of merit knowledge production. 

If the Data sharing Laffer curve is also a merit knowledge production possibilities frontier, bigger 

data lakes, developing scale and scope, innovation, increasing data collection activities, and transparency 

and the rule of law enforcing trust in the data economy move the curve upwards. Barriers to entry, lack of 

trust and competitive markets, and disincentives to invest in innovation move the curve downwards.    

From DT=0, data holders can voluntary start opening BD making them available to other agents 

by means of APIs or ad hoc non-disclosure agreements. Data holders “data philanthropy”, marketing and 

willingness to activate research community around their interests may increase data sharing up to DS=“de 

facto ownership” generating higher amount of knowledge than at DT=0. Data taxation based only on data 

holders’ good intentions does not increase the amount of knowledge generated to its optimum level. Data 

holders have incentives to keep BD and knowledge generation internally and knowledge disclosure at the 

level where they keep market power, barriers to entry and information advantages and asymmetries as much 

as possible.  

If DS is “de facto ownership” then DS<DS* because data sharing is still in the positively sloped 

part of the curve. Further increases in data sharing up until the point DS=DS* allow higher non-rival and 
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merit knowledge generation. Carefully designed data policy can therefore generate a movement along the 

curve. Up to the “optimum data taxation point” (DS=DS*) more data sharing has a positive impact on merit 

knowledge production. Resulting knowledge injections into the wider economy in turn increase social 

wellbeing.  

However, beyond the optimum level of DS=DS*, where DS>DS*, additional increases in data 

sharing generate demerit and rival uses of data, which have negative consequences upon the data generation 

process. Rival uses of data create inefficiencies. Free riding upon the data discourages data holders’ 

investment in data generation activities and innovation. At these high levels of obligatory data sharing, 

privacy and other citizens’ rights start to be disregarded. This situation is akin to a kind of “tragedy of 

commons” in the data economy. For example, data sharing is used to monitor and control citizens’ lives 

which erodes the legitimacy of the system itself. It also reduces consumers’ willingness to use their personal 

data as a means of payment, thereby reducing the amount of data generated in the economy. As a 

consequences at DS>DS* increases in data sharing obligations generate lower levels of merit knowledge 

production relative to DS*. 

At DS=100 economic activity generates no data. Households and firms see their privacy violated 

and they do not participate in activities where they (would) pay with data. Data holders do not find it 

profitable to invest in activities that produce data. As a result, there is no data sharing (tax) base. This is 

analogous to the theoretical situation whereby there would not be any monetarily-defined economic activity 

if traditional tax rate on economic activity would be set at 100%. 

At DS=DS* society generates the maximum amount of merit knowledge by optimising the size of 

data lakes available to society. At DS*, data policy preserves incentives to invest in data generation, fosters 

innovation, trust, transparency, the rule of law and increases confidence in data as a means of payment. 

This situation increases the amount of data generated in the economy, data-driven innovation and moves 

the Laffer curve upwards. It also facilitates governments’ role, fosters economic stability, reduces market 

failures, barriers to entry, balances information asymmetries, and fosters competition.  
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Figure 3.- Data sharing Laffer curve (theoretical presentation) 

 

 

5. -Where is the economy located in terms of the Data taxation Laffer curve? 

There are three AI leaders worldwide: the USA, China, and the EU (European Commission, 2018a) with the 

EU lagging behind the first two.  

In USA and Europe, corporate data holders decide for what and to whom users’ data are available. Scientists 

access data in several ways. First, they can explore the surface of the digital economy by web crawling (Pedraza et al 

2019). Second, they can benefit from (non-disclosure) agreements, but such agreements may generate a data divide 

among scientists putting replicability and FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) principles in 

danger (Wilkinson et al. 2016, Taylor et al. 2014, Codagnone and Martens 2016, Malhotra and Van Alstyne, 2014, 

Hall and Krueger 2015, NSF 2017). Third, they can use the data crumbs that data holders make available to activate 

the researchers’ community to obtain new perspectives of their own business.  This is the case of Google trends and 

other “Data Philanthropy”  initiatives (Pawelke and Tatevossian 2013). Internet searches contain insights into diverse 

human activities (Askitas and Zimmerman 2009, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c, Choi and Varian 2011) but the data released 

is not enough to build and test consistent and stable models (Artola et al 2015) as was shown by the Google flu 

predictions (Ginsber at al. 2009, Butler 2013).  

Although all these data have generated thousands of academic papers, the economy seems to be at or close 

to the data sharing rate shown in the figure 3 as data holders’ “de facto ownership”  and therefore well below the 

optimum data sharing policy. First, because the amount of knowledge produced in the economy is the amount that 
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maximizes data holders’ profits and their data collection, further knowledge production relies on their good intentions 

via data philanthropy (Taylor et al. 2014, Einav and Levin 2013) rather than state intervention or individuals’ exercise 

of their data property rights. Second, because current data sharing towards merit users is not enough to produce the 

socially desirable amount of knowledge: Regulatory authorities and the scientific community remain unable to fully 

tap into innumerable aspects of digital policymaking (Khan 2017, Scott Morton et al., 2019; Taylor et al., 2014; Butler 

2013; Artola et al 2015; Lazer et al.2014).  

Figure 4 is an attempt to represent the respective AI leaders’ Laffer curves assuming, for clarity of 

explanation, common slopes and optimum data sharing rates DS* across countries. Both the EU and the USA have 

similar, data sharing levels. The sharing rate in the EU is represented slightly higher because the GDPR regulation 

supports data portability (according to art. 20 of the GDPR data can be transferred from one controller to another) and 

the European Commission’s Data Strategy supports data sharing (European commission 2020). However, the US 

knowledge production frontier is higher because of the strength of American corporations that possess huge BD lakes 

and AI capacity. US is the world leader in start-ups and venture capital. The amount of knowledge produced by the 

EU is below US but still in a good position regarding AI publications (European Commission, 2018a). Centralization 

in China, without clear distinction between data holders, state, supervision, surveillance and the presence of 

multifaceted tools like WeChat gives the country a competitive advantages to develop huge BD lakes. China is the 

world leader in turning research into patents (European Commission, 2018a). We represent China’s data fiscal pressure 

as beyond DS* and in the downward sloping part of the curve. According to Freedom House (2019) China is the world 

leader in developing and exporting social media surveillance tools. The US, although considered a free internet country 

according to the same Freedom House assessment, has also suffered, among other things, a proliferation of false 

content on the internet that has done harm to  the capacity for free and fair elections to be held. One case represents 

excessive intervention where a central power disregards individual rights, the other represents a situation in which 

private interests can operate with very little transparency.    

According to our theoretical rationale, none of those three situations is static. As digital literacy evolves, 

actors in the economy become more aware of implications of de facto payments using data. When data are used against 

consumers’ interests, for example, to generate demerit knowledge to support unfair competition, price discrimination, 

manipulation, political distortion, surveillance…, actors change their data generation behaviour (Toscano 2019). For 

example, although by October 2018, 74% of Facebook users were not aware that advertisers were able to make use of 
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their lists of interests for targeting purposes, after the Cambridge Analytical scandal, many users (54%) adjusted their 

privacy setting, started using it less frequently or even left the app (Gramlich 2019). This is one example of the 

hypothesis that either excessive intervention or complete lack of transparency reduces trust and individuals’ 

willingness to “pay” with data. Both move the Laffer curve downwards, reducing the knowledge production 

possibilities and effective and potential innovation capacity (from Q* to Q*’). Just as payments in non-reliable 

currencies are not accepted, economic agents, sooner or later, will demand legal security to use their data as a means 

of payment.  

 

Figure 4.- Data sharing Laffer curve (some current examples) 

 

Against this background there have been four types of reactions: Taxes and fines, data holders’ conglomerates 

break ups, data taxation and algorithm transparency, and user centric data property rights.   

First, following a traditional view of the economy, some countries have approach the issue from a monetary 

point of view with unilateral taxes and fines (Pratley, 2018; Sandle, 2018; D’Andria 2019). Other countries and 

international institutions have followed and are now devising how to tax digital activity (European Commission, 

2018b, OCDE 2019, D'Onfro and Browne 2018, European Commission 2018b, Khan and Brunsden 2018) and collect 

money through fines. In Germany, for example, banned content not removed by Facebook within 24 hours faces fines 

of up to 50 million euros. In a more user-centric approach, Posner and Weyl (2018) propose that agents could be 

compensated by the data they generate just as they are compensated for their labour or in the form of a dividend (Ulloa, 

https://www.cnbc.com/jillian-donfro/
https://www.cnbc.com/ryan-browne/
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2019). Such compensation still has a ‘monetary’ view of the data economy and does not take into account difficulties 

in pricing individual data and lack of competitiveness in generating value added from knowledge extraction. These 

reactions increase financial power of Governments and their ability to tackle the equilibrium described in equation 1. 

However, they do not contribute to produce merit knowledge. It does not build trust or transparency, nor does it shed 

light on demerit knowledge generation. It keeps merit users and citizens displaced and outside of the “black box”.  

Second, it has been argued that breaking up companies like Amazon, Facebook and Google (Alphabet) would 

generate enhanced competition. It has been proposed, for example, that platforms should be broken up from any 

participant on that platform, and forced to meet non-discriminatory standards and forbid any transfer of data to third 

parties. Breaking up, however, may imply duplication of resources and lower innovation from not taking full 

advantage of economies of scale and scope. The division of conglomerates does not solve the issue of giving people 

more control over their own data, nor does it add transparency to the black box and the spaghetti bowl of data alliances. 

Third, there have been claims for data and algorithm transparency and awareness (European Commission 

2016, Connolly 2016) and agreements at local level, such as the city of Boston and Uber (Evgeny 2015) and at 

government level, such as the Macron-Stakelberg agreement (Scott  and Young 2018, Barzic et al 2018). Boston 

accepted Uber as legal in exchange of quarterly data that can improve traffic and urban planning. The Macron-

Stakelberg agreement was a posteriori reaction to the alleged political ad-targeting scandals in electoral campaigns. It 

allowed six French officials to work at Facebook for six months examining how to combat hate speech. Macron 

considered the agreement an experimental approach to a new “smart regulation”. Both are good examples of merit, 

non-rival Pareto efficient intervention (Gold 2019, Askitas 2015). These efforts are, however, not coordinated, and 

not stable or large enough to develop lasting economies of scale and scope. None of them allows a systematic 

exploration of data and algorithms. They can be criticized for giving data holders the right to operate as data 

intermediaries (Evgeny 2015) and exercise market power (Bergemann and Bonatti 2018). They are also not user-

centric. The good news is that these initiatives go beyond the traditional view of the economy and tap into the data 

and knowledge dimension of it. Similar formulae could expand to other realms of digital life and to other data holders. 

As pointed out by Askitas (2015, 2018), governments may further encourage corporate data taxation opening up data 

for the benefit of society, while also protecting their corporate interests and user’s privacy concerns. Macron’s “smart 

regulation” can be considered a first experimental step of Askitas’ proposal that would generate a flow of data 

(leakage) to merit users. In terms of the Laffer curve, it would generate a movement along the curve. If accompanied 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/authors/gwenaelle-barzic
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by knowledge based policies focusing on trust, consumer rights and so on, it would also move the Laffer curve 

upwards. It would generate positive externalities to society as a whole, including data holders whose businesses 

depend on trust in the data generation process and willingness to use data as a means of payment.  

Sometimes state intervention, instead of solving existing problems, generates new ones. Data taxation can 

also have negative consequence on trust and move the curve downwards if it is not clearly differentiated from 

surveillance (Lyon 2014). According to Freedom House (2019) 40 out of 65 countries have installed advanced social 

media surveillance programs to monitor users. Data sharing and merit knowledge are not about authoritarian 

governments using advanced tools and artificial intelligence in a way that undermine civil rights and freedom. User 

centric, bottom-up, approaches based on individual decisions may be more efficient in maintaining trust which leads 

to the next initiative.   

Fourth, clear and real property rights have always been a prerequisite for a well-functioning market economy 

and consumers’ utility maximization. Data sharing towards merit users could be based on consumers’ individual 

decisions. In practice, free movement of data and user’s ownership of their personal data are very limited: users are 

the legal owners (European Union, 2016, Jones and Tonetti 2019) but data holders, collect, control and draw value 

from them. Data property rights that citizens are able to exercise have to be accompanied by tools and infrastructures 

that enable citizens’ decisions and empower them.   

From a legal point of view, the European GDPR (European Union, 2016), which came into force in 2018, is 

a legal global benchmark that sets the legal basis of a user-centric approach. The GDPR intends to facilitate the free 

flow of personal data with the goal of protecting the rights of citizens. According to De Hert et al. (2018) the right to 

data portability is the novel feature of the GDPR that forms the basis for additional regulation beyond data protection 

and towards competition law or consumer protection.  

From an infrastructure point of view, Personal Data Stores (PDSs) are an emerging business model that aims 

to facilitate users’ exercise of their personal data property right giving users more options to control their data in terms 

of permissions to access and generation of value (Bolychevsky and Worthington 2018). A data authority, as proposed 

by (Martens, 2016 and Scott Morton et al. 2019), that enforces existing data protection and other rights with specialist 

and data analytics staff and infrastructure could trigger the user-centric approach and empower users (GDPR art 51, 

European Union 2016). Users ‘consent for merit access to data would contribute to benefit the whole society with the 

positive externalities of data aggregation and knowledge extraction. According to the GDPR (European Union, 2016), 
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lawful processing (Art 6) of data can be based, for example, on consent (Art 7) that has to be given for each specific 

and explicit purpose (Art 5.b). Data holders who have received informed consent from a data subject can only use the 

data for the specific and explicit purpose for which consent is given. 

The OECD Cancun Ministerial declaration on the digital economy (OECD 2016) recognised the need of 

collective and internationally coordinated action to promote research, rule of law, trust, competition, and transparency, 

consumers’ protection, working conditions and regulation in general. The World Economic Forum (WEF) 

stakeholders approach (WEF 2019) implies careful blending and balance of many kinds of organizations, from both 

the public and private sectors, international organizations and academic institutions. As there are International offices 

for specific topics, there could be an International Data Organization, in charge of coordinating and developing the 

infrastructure and the general ethics and principles. International monetary taxation of digital activity could provide 

the resources for these developments.  

From a scientific point of view, a data-intensive economy needs data-intensive science to develop new forms 

of digital sciences (Martone et al 2016), new theories, methods (Varian, 2013, Steinmetz et al. 2014) and discoveries. 

A Data Authority could deal with the challenges of data not created for scientific research but with increasing scientific 

interest: data accessibility, removal of barriers to data use and re-use, data management, repositories, collaborative 

data infrastructures, preservation, citation principles, reproducibility, openness accessibility, ethical principles, data 

scientists’ professional codes and standards (Wilkinson et al. 2016, Starr 2015, Lecarpentier et al 2013) … Making 

data from economic activity available and reusable for behavioural, economic and social sciences, like other sciences 

are doing (Bauch 2011), would generate synergies and cross-fertilization of disciplines.  

From an economic intuition point of view, consumers maximizing their utility beyond the individual’s data 

zero-value-assumption and data holders maximizing their profit should lead to the production of the socially desirable 

amount of knowledge (Jones and Tonetti 2018). In short, a higher level of data sharing would generate knowledge 

that would fit in the definition of a public good: ‘a good that all enjoy in common and each individual’s consumption 

of it leads to no subtractions from any other individual’s consumption’ (Samuelson, 1954, 1955).   

 
6.- Conclusions 

Economic theory is a toolbox that helps us to understand the complexities of the world around us. This paper 

develops the semicircular flow of the data economy, a theoretical simplification of the data intensive economy that 

we use to explore challenges of digital governance. Knowledge production using BD and AI play a central role in a 
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data intensive economy where the traditional explicit prices and quantities view of the economy fails to provide a 

complete conceptual framework.  

AI knowledge production exhibits many natural monopoly characteristics in a manner that triggers a process 

of market concentration and fosters the emergence of giant data holders specialized in collecting and processing big 

data (BD). In the absence of clearly exercisable property rights, data holders set knowledge production, knowledge 

disclosure and data sharing to the levels that maximizes their BD collection and economic profit. Incentives to collude 

and set barriers to entry for potential new entrants limit access to BD that could increase merit knowledge production 

beyond current levels. On the one hand, data holders speed up innovation via a creative destruction process. On the 

other hand, they cause market failures and information asymmetries. But if monopoly theory holds, the amount of 

(merit) knowledge produced is below the socially desirable amount.  

Assignment of property rights and effective political institutions are key determinants of the long run 

economic success or failure. While extractive institutions allow elites to capture society’s resources, inclusive 

institutions spread economic benefits more widely and foster innovation and technology being technological change 

the most important long-run source of growth (Acemoglu and Robinson 2012, Galenson 2017). From a 

policymaking point of view, the government’s role in a data-intensive economy is to promote competition, reduce 

market failures, protect privacy, promote merit knowledge and reduce demerit knowledge, and to help individuals to 

fully exercise their data property rights. This implies the development of an infrastructure to generate the provision of 

data towards merit users thus promoting additional knowledge injections into the economy. This can be fostered by 

developing data sharing policies (Askitas, 2015) as well as being driven by individuals’ decisions (De Hert et al., 

2018, European Commission 2016). Data sharing and knowledge injections could be coordinated by a data authority, 

as proposed by Martens (2016) and Scott Morton et al. (2019), able to benefit from economies of scale and scope. It 

could generate positive externalities in the whole of society, including for data holders. However, for developments 

of this type to be in line with overall societal interests, such policies must also guard against the risks of over-

acquisition of data by the state in a manner that could facilitate intrusive surveillance without fostering innovation to 

the benefit of the wider economy. 

This theoretical analogy needs further micro and macro developments and further analytical evidences to be 

fully supported. It also needs to build upon existing codes, standards and very strict data experts’ deontology and 

existing computer science developments.  
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